Tags of typography: All tags discussed here are container tags.

4. **Subscript:** Subscript is the style of writing text below the baseline. For example- in a chemical formula $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$, 2 and 4 are subscripts.
   Syntax:

   ```html
   <p>H<sub>2</sub>SO<sub>4</sub></p>
   ``

5. **Superscript:** Subscript is the style of writing text above the baseline. For example- in a mathematical formula $A^2+B^2$, 2 is superscript.
   Syntax:

   ```html
   <p>A<sup>2</sup>+B<sup>2</sup></p>
   ``

6. **Strike:** Strike makes an effect of a horizontal cut across the entire text it is imposed over. For example- a price in e-commerce website is given as: Rs. 1500.00 <strong>Rs. 1000.00</strong>
   Syntax:

   ```html
   <p><strong>Rs. 1500.00</strong></p>
   ```
7. **Teletype**: Teletype is a style of text in which words appear as have been printed by a tele-printer or typewriter.

Syntax:

```html
<p><tt>India</tt></p>  India
```

**Assignments:**

1. Practice the following tags:
   a. `<sub>.....</sub>`
   b. `<sup>.....</sup>`
   c. `<strike>.....</strike>`